Advanced Inspection Service
Critical security for your network

Solutions Brief
Why choose OCSL
►

Enterprise level service for a
fraction of the investment

►

Highly skilled team with 25
years of delivering services to
customers worldwide

►

Bespoke, fully transparent
service

►

Allocated Service Delivery
Manager to look after your
account and deliver the most
from your service

►

Key strategic partner
relationships with Cloud
vendors and direct
connections to Cloud
providers

OCSL’s data centres:
► Government OFFICIAL
Supplier
► N3/HSCN Supplier
► G-Cloud Supplier
► Cyber Essentials + IASME

Security at your front gate
Would you let a stranger walk through the doors to your business
and roam free? No! So why let them do the same to your network.
Protecting your network is critical, especially in our connected
world. Our top level IPS & IDS Service offers the protection you
need, with around the clock support from our team, we ensure all
traffic going in and out of your network is analysed, and any
malicious traffic is stopped and permanently blocked.
Get control of what can be viewed in your business
Our experts can work with you to tailor what can and cannot be viewed online,
from file types to site content - many issues come through downloading
unknown files from unknown sites. We can help by restricting or analysing
content against known signatures to make informed decisions thus helping
prevent data loss within your company.
Stopping the bad guys
With a constant stream of new attack methods, it is hard to stay on top and
plan, deploy and manage security solutions. Our managed IPS/IDS service is
great for businesses who just want security taken care of.
It stops known attacks with its millions of known attack signatures and is
constantly updated from various industry leading SOC sources. Zero days can
also be blocked by analysing the packet and if deemed not genuine compared
to other legitimate traffic, the connection will be dropped. Our experts will
report the issue to you and ensure that you are protected.

► ISO 27001, 20000, 27018,
9001 & 22301 certified by a
UKAS accredited auditor

Key features
Why OCSL Managed
Services?
The world of technology offers a
wealth of remarkable options.
We’ll guide you through them.
Agility and flexibility are important,
as business changes. We’ll help
continually push your digital
potential and meet your everchanging needs. More than just a
service provider, we’ll be your
strategic, long term partner.

Learn more: ocsl.co.uk











Security against network, application and human layer attacks
Protection against the latest vulnerabilities and payloads
Zero hour protection enabler
Key control provider for CIPA, HIPAA, PCI DSS, ISO, 27001
Strong defence against DOS, DDOS, Exploits, Worms and Viruses
Control what sites your employees view
Reduce the risk of phishing attacks
Inspect malicious SSL encrypted traffic
Threat protection without increased employment costs

For more information visit: ocsl.co.uk/what-we-do/managed-services

Call us: 0845 605 2100

Email us: marketing@ocsl.co.uk

